Integrated Reservoir Study to Optimize Gas Production of Water Drive Gas Reservoir Case Study: Lower Menggala Gas Field
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Abstract—Production optimization in mature field water drive gas reservoir is not easy especially when water already breakthrough in producing wells. An integrated reservoir study is needed to get reliable strategy to optimize production of water drive gas reservoir.

This research presents the integrated reservoir study of Lower Menggala (LM) Gas Field which is located Central Sumatera Basin, Riau Province. LM had been produced since 1997, current RF are 55%, which is quite high for water drive gas reservoir. The current gas rate production is about 1.97 MMscfd with high water production around 4250 BWPD, consequently some of wells suffered liquid loading problem.

This research comprises of well performance analysis, estimate OGIP, aquifer strength of the reservoir by using conventional material balance method and modern production analysis method then conduct dynamic reservoir simulation to identify the best strategy to optimize gas production. Economic analysis also be performed to guide in making decision which scenario will be selected.

DST analysis on DC-01 well defined reservoir parameter, boundary and deliverability which are P* = 2520 psia, k= 229 mD, Total skin= 8, detected sealing fault with distance 175 m, and AOF=45 MMscfd. Conventional material balance method gave OGIP 22.7 BScf, aquifer strength 34 B/D/Psi, whereas modern production analysis estimated OGIP 22.35 BScf, aquifer strength 34 B/D/pai. Those two method shows good consistency with OGIP volumetric calculation with discrepancy OGIP value +/- 1%. Six (6) scenario of production optimization has been analyzed, the result shows that work over in two wells and drilling of 1 infill well (case 6) achieve gas recovery factor up to 75.2%, minimal water production and attractive economic result.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Production optimization in water drive gas reservoir is not easy especially when water already break through in producing wells. An integrated production analysis is needed to get reliable strategy to optimize production of water drive gas reservoir.

Lower Menggala Gas Field is one of two gas field of EMP. Malacca Straits SA located in Padang Island, Bengkalis Regency Riau Province. The location map shown in Figure 1. Lower menggala had been produced since 1997, when this study conducted the RF are 55%, which is quite high for water drive gas reservoir. The current gas rate production is about 1.97 MMscfd with high water production around 4250 BWPD, consequently some of wells suffered liquid loading problem. The existing perforation in a bottom part mostly already below gas water contact. To optimize the production and increase RF of this reservoir need to conduct integrated production analysis which cover several analysis such as well modeling analysis, modern production analysis, reservoir simulation and economic analysis.

Fig. 1. Lower Menggala Gas Field Location Map

This research presents the integrated Reservoir study and optimization of Lower Menggala (LM) Gas Field. The objectives of this research are:

1. To understanding performance of each well by conduct well testing interpretation and well performance analysis.
2. To estimate OGIP and aquifer strength of the reservoir by using conventional material balance method and modern production analysis method.
3. To construct dynamic reservoir model on latest production data and conduct history matching to tested the model whether it represent field behavior.
4. To predict future field performance to find out an optimal development plan to optimize gas production of the field.
5. To identify the best strategy to optimize gas production of this field which consider operational aspect, technical aspect and also economic wise.
II. METHODOLOGY

Several task work will be performed during this research as listed below:
1. Data acquisition and selection
   Collect well testing and or DST data, daily wellhead pressure and gas rate data from the beginning of production, as well as static data like initial reservoir pressure and temperature, rock properties, gas properties, open-hole logs, well completion diagram and economic input data.
2. Data validation
   Make sure all the dynamic data is valid. For example, if wellhead pressure increases, the gas rate should decrease. This step often takes the longest time, and involves much detective work to chase down the reason for step-changes and other anomalies. It is critical because “rubbish in equals rubbish out”.
3. Well Modeling
   First of all conduct well testing analysis to get reservoir pressure initial, reservoir parameter of tested well such as permeability, skin and possible reservoir boundary. The result then use as input for gas deliverability analysis to get IPR curve and AOF.
4. Material Balance Analysis
   In this step, the production data and limited static reservoir pressure data will be analyzed using material balance analysis to get OGIP and aquifer strength parameter of the reservoir.

   The material balance is expressed in reservoir volume of production, expansion and water influx as [1]
   \[ GB_g + W_p B_w = G(B_g - B_w) + GB_g \left( \frac{c_w S_w + c_g}{1 - S_w} \right) \Delta P + W_p B_w \] ..........................(1)

   Production = Gas Expansion + Water Expansion and or pore compaction + Water influx
   \[ F = G(E_g + E_w) + W_c B_w \] .................................................(2)

   In most practical cases \( E_w \ll E_g \) and may be omitted but not before checking that this is a valid neglect of the term across the entire range of pressure depletion. The material balance then become (Craft, et. al., 1991);
   \[ F = G E_g + W_c B_w \] \[ F \] \[ \frac{E_g}{E_g} = G + W_c B_w \] .............................................(3)

   Schilthuis (1963) proposed that for an aquifer that is flowing under the steady-state flow regime, the flow behavior could be described by Darcy’s equation. The rate of water influx \( e_w \) can be determined by applying Darcy’s equation [1]:
   \[ \frac{dw}{dt} = e_w = \left[ \frac{0.007078 \cdot B_w \cdot \ln(\frac{L}{E_g})}{0.007078 \cdot B_w \cdot \ln(\frac{L}{E_g})} \right] (p_i - p) \] .............................................(4)

   The above relationship can be more conveniently expressed as:
   \[ \frac{dw}{dt} = e_w = C(p_i - p) \] .........................................................(5)

5. Modern Production Analysis using Type curve matching (Blasingame)
   Modern Production Data Analysis is a method to evaluate the reservoir using combined rate and pressure data without the need to shut in wells. This analysis is able to estimate hydrocarbon in place, aquifer strength, with flowing material balance and other modern techniques. Reservoir characteristics, such as permeability and skin factor can also be determined by using type curves. Figure 2 shows the integration of knowledge of Modern Production Analysis.

![Fig.2. Integration of Knowledge of Modern Production Analysis [8]](image)

Figure 3 shows the Type curve matching (Blasingame) which able to analysis reservoir performance.

![Fig.3. Rate Integral and Integral Derivative [8]](image)

In this step, the production data will be matched with the type curve. As well as an OGIP and aquifer strength estimate, type curves also confirm whether the reservoir is in transient or boundary-dominated flow. This is a useful quality-control, because all these techniques only work with boundary-dominated flow. Those two analysis (in step 4 and 5) are useful to validate OGIP static model. The OGIP value of those two analysis then compare with OGIP from reservoir static model. The OGIP value should be in a good agreement with difference <5%.

6. Dynamic reservoir model/Reservoir simulation
   Reservoir simulation is a commonly used tool in the gas and oil field development. It helps engineers to simulate their recovery techniques before implementing them on the original field. It is multi-disciplinary and incorporates effort from
geophysics, petrophysics, reservoir, production and facilities engineering.

Reservoir simulation comprise of several step: up scaling, initialization, history matching and prediction/forecasting. Reservoir simulation will generate several forecast scenario and a development plan will be prepared to ensure gas deliverability.

7. Economic evaluation

Economic evaluation will be run for each scenario then rank based on economic indicator result, the best economic result will selected as recommendation. This step guide in making decision which scenario will be selected.

III. RESULT

A. Well Modeling

The type of well testing which conducted in this well was DST. In Log-log plot (figure 4) clearly identified three time region: early, middle and late. In early time region data were very limited due to DST in this well were using subsurface valve to close and open the well, hence wellbore storage effect were minimal. After early time appear hump on the plot, it is indicated skin factor on this well. In Middle time region was appear radial flow, in this period several reservoir parameter were interpreted such as: P* (P initial reservoir) 2520 psia, Permeability 229 mD, and total skin factor 8 (mechanical skin 3, whereas geometrical skin 5). In term of skin factor there were 2 value mechanical and geometrical. Geometrical skin happened due to this well perforated partially 60 ft of 117 ft, hence the analysis were using vertical-limited entry model. After radial flow period finished then follow by increasing derivative curve, it is strong indicated transient pressure response already achieve boundary. In other hand late time region already detected in this MSDC-01 DST. A sealing one fault model was selected as a best match to the raw data of MSDC-01 DST. Based on match model detected distance to boundary (sealing fault) was 175 m.

B. Material Balance Analysis

As there were limited static reservoir data available in LM gas reservoir. However, in this study material balance analysis also conducted. Driving mechanism in LM gas field is believed as strong water drive, its proved by plot of p/z against the cumulative produced gas in figure 6. The Material Balance p/z plot shows deflection from straight line (see red dashed line), it’s clearly indicated presence of aquifer support during gas depletion (see blue line), hence this method not applicable to estimate OGIP. The prediction would definitely be too optimistic if the OGIP is determined solely by extrapolating the p/z data.

As previously described in methodology, when p/z method not working, Havlena-Odeh is the best method to estimate OGIP incorporated with water influx of water drive gas reservoir. In this study M-BAL software are used for the analysis. Figure 6 shows the result Havlena-Odeh plot with Schilthuis aquifer model.

C. Modern Production Analysis

Modern Production Data Analysis is a method to evaluate the reservoir using combined rate and pressure data without the need to shut in wells. Since the LM gas field has good monitoring production data, so in this study also conducted Modern Production Analysis using Type curve matching (Blasingame). This analysis aimed to increase the confidence level of OGIP and Aquifer strength estimation. The plot of
production monitoring data on Blasingame type curve presented in Figure 7. As we can see in figure 7, production monitoring data perfectly matched with Blasingame Type curve. The data dominantly laid on boundary dominated flow, hence OGIP value can be estimated confidently. Based on the above Blasingame type curve matching OGIP and Aquifer strength are 22.35 BCF and 34 B/D/Psi respectively.

Table 1 presented OGIP and aquifer strength comparison several method which already discussed in previous section. Based on the comparison on the table below, OGIP value all those methods shows good agreement with discrepancy only 1 % respect to volumetric OGIP of static model. In other hand OGIP value from previous Integrated reservoir study 2009 are still valid, hence static model can be used for dynamic reservoir simulation. In term of aquifer strength, Material balance Havlena-Odeh and Blasingame Type Curve matching shows good consistency.

Table 1 OGIP and Aquifer Strength Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Volumetric (Static model)</th>
<th>Material Balance (Havlena-Odeh)</th>
<th>Modern Production Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OGIP (BCF)</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>22.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquifer strength (B/D/Psi)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference OGIP respect to</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volumetric(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Dynamic Reservoir Model/Reservoir Simulation

Data input to Petrel RE or Eclipse was taken from all the analysis conducted and explained in the previous section. Dynamic reservoir model/ simulation grid was created with dimension 71 x 57 x 80 or 323,760 cells, grid size 50 x 50 m, and 80 layers. Reservoir simulation comprise of three section; initialization, history matching and prediction.

- Initialization
  The gas saturation distribution in 3D model view and the cross section of LM reservoir at the initial condition is shown in Fig. 8

- History matching
  This section showed the history matching of the simulation model with the aims of confirming the initial reservoir conditions and obtaining an acceptable match of the observed reservoir behavior. History matching analyses are performed to check the reliability of model in dynamic condition. To achieve the accurate history matching results, the simulation model was run based on the available data (Up to December 2015). It was observed that the field gas production rate match was excellent. Field water production rate match was moderate good. Reservoir pressure measurements were very few and showed pretty good match. The set of graphs comparing the simulation model (presented as line) results with measured data (presented as point/dot) were presented in figure 9 and gas saturation distribution in 3D model at end of history matching (December 2015) as presented in figure 10
• **Prediction**

This section focused the prediction of the future field/reservoir performance. To obtain the perfect scenario to optimize production of the field, a total number of 6 (six) different forecast cases were run up to December 2024. The forecast cases considered were as follows:

- **Case 1**: Base Case or No Further Action (NFA)
- **Case 2**: Install low pressure compressor
- **Case 3**: Work over 2 wells
- **Case 4**: Add 1 infill drilling well
- **Case 5**: Combination Scenario 2 and 3
- **Case 6**: Combination of Scenario 3 and 4

Figure 11 and 12 presented the result of case 1 (Base Case) and 6 respectively.

![Field Rate, Gas Cum, Water rate, and Reservoir Pressure History Match](image1.png)

**Fig. 10.** Field rate, Gas Cum, Water rate, and Reservoir Pressure History Match.

![Performance Prediction of Case 6: Combination of Case 3 and Case 4](image2.png)

**Fig. 8.** Performance Prediction of Case 6: Combination of Case 3 and Case 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>OGP (BScf)</th>
<th>Peak gas prod (MMscf/D)</th>
<th>Peak water prod (MGscf/D)</th>
<th>casgas prod (Bscf)</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>No Further Action (NFA)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1566</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>59.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>Install low pressure compressor</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3234</td>
<td>14.65</td>
<td>60.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>Work over 2 wells</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>67.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>Installing 1 infill well</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>Combination of Scenario 2 and 3</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>15.94</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 6</td>
<td>Combination of Scenario 3 and 4</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>16.93</td>
<td>75.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2 Performance Prediction Comparison of Case 1-6**

**E. Economic Evaluation**

In determining the economic feasibility of each oil development cases, net present value (NPV), with 10% interest rate will be used as the main indicator. The following cost and condition assumption will be used to conduct the economic analysis:

- **Drilling Cost/well** = 4.5 MMUS$
- **Workover cost/well** = 353 kUS$
- **Opex/year** = 531 kUS$
- **Gas price** = 8.74 $/MMBTU
- **Compressor** = 1231 kUS$
- **Maint. Comp** = 49 kUS$

To generate economic calculation the PSC rule for gas project is applied for split calculation between government and PSC. The following term and condition is applied:

- **Contractor share after tax** = 35%
- **Government share after tax** = 65%
- **Contractor tax** = 44%
- **First Tranche Petroleum (FTP)** = 20%

Economic analysis run was made for the performance prediction cases explained in the previous section. Table 3 presented economic comparison of each case. According to above table, case 6 showing best result.

![Performance Prediction of Case 1: No Further Action (NFA)](image3.png)

**Fig. 12.** Performance Prediction of Case 1: No Further Action (NFA)

Table 2 listed the result of Case 1-6.

Based on RF comparison above case 6 is the best case. To select the best scenario economic evaluation of each scenario will be consider.
IV. CONCLUSION

LM gas field is water drive gas reservoir with current RF about 55%, an integrated production analysis and optimization had been conducted with conclusions as listed below:

1) DST analysis on DC-01 well defined reservoir parameter, boundary and deliverability which are $P^*=2520$ psia, $k=229$ mD, Total skin= 8, detected sealing fault in north east with distance 175 m, and AOF 45 MMscfd.

2) Conventional material balance method gave OGIP 22.7 BScf, aquifer strength 34 B/D/psi, whereas modern production analysis estimated OGIP 22.35 BScf, aquifer strength 34 B/D/psi. Those two method shows good consistency with OGIP volumetric calculation of previous static reservoir model 22.50 BScf with discrepancy OGIP value +/- 1%.

3) Dynamic reservoir model able to describe reservoir performance, by conducted history matching it was observed that the field gas production rate, water production rate, and reservoir pressure measurement was almost accurately matched.

4) The production optimization of LM gas field was achieved by using the dynamic reservoir simulation method. In this thesis work, 6 (six) different prediction cases were run up to December 2024 to optimize production. Case 6 is the best result with highest RF 75.2% and minimal water production.

5) Economic analysis was run for six (6) cases to guide in selecting the best case. Economic result suggested case 6 is the best result with highest value of contractor NPV 8.93 MMUS$ and fastest POT 0.03 year.